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What is Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)?
• Risk is defined as the effect of (ISO31000).
• ERM 

(2017 COSO ERM).

How does ERM integrate?
• It is imperative that ERM be on the organization’s

.
• It is how the organization articulates

and how .
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When done well, ERM will typically of risk:

1. Risks specifically of the organization.

2. The facing the organization to any 
specific organizational objectives.

The majority of , specifically the University’s 
key objective of maintaining a safe and secure campus.

The that follow help the organization identify and prioritize ERM 
efforts in both arenas (specifically and holistically).
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ERM will typically lead / facilitate efforts to :

1. What are our

2. How do we

3. What are the
1. Those directly associated with achieving those
2. More holistically, what other pose a significant
threat?

proactively managing those risks to
4
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• Data from joint IA, ERM and
Compliance

in March 2019.

• While Cabinet members
identified Objectives, CRO
applied

rankings.
reflects

affecting each.

• It is notable that have a
impact and

time sensitivity.
• From this perspective,

that fall
are as

follows:
15. Acclimate to Funding

Changes
16. Capital Campaign

18. Optimize 2020 RNC
20. InfoEd
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• Data from joint IA, ERM and
Compliance

in March 2019.
reflects

affecting each risk
• While Cabinet members
identified risks, CRO applied

and
rankings.

• It is notable that

. Hence, few risks are
more likely than not to occur
at the respective impact levels
reflected in the chart.

• From this perspective,
that fall

are as follows:
12. Cabinet/Chancellor Change
14. Change in System President
17. Mass Casualty Event
18. Physical Space Constraints
24. Hotel/Conference Center
29. Athlete Compensation
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1. What are our
• Safety & security is one of the University’s top strategic goals and priorities

2. How do we Have we developed
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FAU EH&S Policy
“It is also university policy to 

health, safety, and environmental 
. 

In the of specific regulatory mandates 
for particular situations, 

. The 
university's 

, property losses or 
damage, and adverse environmental impacts.

They reference a trade publication for
security alarm industry that conducts a study
using the following methodology: “we took

into account,
. When looking at crime

rates, we made a
(property) crime.
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(ODU) acknowledges a
on

the 2017 National Campus Safety Summit’s
. Criteria include: 1)

implementation achieving
; 2) implementation of an

outstanding safety improving
; 3) programs

; 4) etc.

3. What are the
• Those with achieving those

§ Less than optimal participation in training / education
§ Resource constraints
§ Increased incident reporting / identification due to increased awareness

• More holistically, what other are significant?
§ Socio-economic shifts in surrounding communities
§ Increasing trends towards self harm and interpersonal violence

proactively managing those uncertainties in an effort to

between KRIs and KPIs
9
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In this example, 

contains 

on safety 
and security.

Additionally, the one 
slide now also has 

on 

and 

on efforts to achieve 
success.

1Enteprise Risk Assessments: Sample Enterprise Risk Assessment on previous slide. 
2Expected Outcome: Current risk owner expectation of the likelihood the corresponding impact will occur.
3Effectiveness of Mitigating Techniques :  Green – Highly Effective; Yellow – Somewhat Effective; Red – Limited Effectiveness
4Trend: How the Current State is historically trending since last time reported. 12
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To be clear, ERM is given much
of what is being analyzed and reported already exists.

Rather, it focuses on , and then
throughout the organization on critical areas of risk to our success.

With the ultimate aim of
.

While the of ERM deliverables is the
, I hope that it is now clear that the strategic effort to collect and calibrate

these insights also .
13
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Most important goals / objectives are identified using with a :

1. Negligible – No importance, not a priority with little to no affect on University 
success.*

2. Low – Somewhat important, low priority, only minor affect on University success.*
3. Moderate – One of many important priorities required for University success.*
4. High – One of the most important priorities which is critical to University success.*
5. Major – One of the top few most important priorities without which the University 

cannot be successful*.
*“Success” = ability to achieve all of the strategic objectives identified in the UNCC Institutional Plan on time

1. Longer term (> 3 years out)
2. Over time (between 1 and 3 years out)
3. Short term / At any point (in the next 12 months or could happen at any time)
4. Pressing (next 30 to 60 days)
5. Immediate (already late or urgently needs to happen) 15
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Risks that , AND
identified using a similar :

1. Negligible – Little to no affect on important priorities or on University success.*
2. Low – Has limited affect on important priorities or University success.*
3. Moderate – Affects one of many important priorities required for University success.*
4. High – Affects a few of the most important priorities critical to University success.*
5. Major – Affects multiple high importance high priority objectives without which the

University cannot be successful*.
*“Success” = ability to achieve all of the strategic objectives identified in the UNCC Institutional Plan

1. Rare (<10% chance of occurrence)
2. Occasionally (10% to 40% chance of occurrence)
3. Moderate (50/50 proposition; ~40% to 60% chance of occurrence; random; at any time)
4. More likely than not (60% to 90% chance of occurrence)
5. Almost Certain (>90% chance of occurrence) 16


